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Yusuf Saran

Last week my main business was about authentication implementation. Since we will use SSL as authentication method, first I did a quick search about SSL and how it is implemented by using Perl. After I got the necessary information, I have implemented a small application by which you can see the encryption mechanism. This application also has given information about the data transfer mechanism used by SSL.

Eda Ercan

According to our Gantt Chart, the implementation was decided to start in the previous week. After we have distributed the duties, I was given to the job of implementing the core-database connection. As we stated in our analysis report mysql was decided to be used as our database management system. So I did research about the ways of connecting a mysql database by using Perl.

Fırat Akçoray

This week I was assigned to the smtp part of the project. In this context, I have done researches about the process and try to understand the smtp part of the project and its relation with other parts.
Dilek Kısa

After we have submitted the analysis report, i started to search and examine open-source products which can be components in our project. I especially concentrated on HTTP-Forum side of the project. Moreover, i examined other similar projects.

Yunus Altunkol

As we will convert SMTP and NNTP requests and responses to each other, I have started to examine SMTP and NNTP syntax. This week I have been reading through RFC 821, which describes the SMTP specification.